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Executive	  Summary	  
	  
CIO’s are under pressure to understand how to deliver IT projects that enable business 

growth and innovation, while successfully maximizing existing resources and 

investments.  CIO’s are under the gun to achieve the operational excellence needed to 

enable the speed and agility that is imperative to win, in a web market place. 

 

The Application Release lifecycle is a perfect example of a traditional IT operation that is 

unnecessarily complex, manual and time consuming and its cumbersome nature is 

putting businesses in a position of weakness. This one very critical process determines 

how fast a business can deliver products to market and yet, is complex, error-prone and 

full of bottlenecks. An optimized deployment process is proven to drive products to 

market faster, to strengthen the overall product roadmap and to allow the business to be 

more reactive to market needs, years over year.  

 

Savvy businesses are, this year, transforming the deployment process and automating 

the time consuming components of the deployment lifecycle. This lifecycle is particularly 

challenging to aggregate because the process can touch development teams, system 

administrators, environment experts and production teams. However, the importance of 

deployment efficiency is rising to the top of the IT organizations’ agenda for leading 

CIO’s and the IT organization is shifting to accommodate a game changing technology.  

 

Parsing through the technology clutter to find a Best Practice can be challenging and 

thankfully, analyst firms like Gartner Research help to guide IT decisions so that CIO’s 

and their teams can be comfortable, choosing that next killer tool. 

 

This whitepaper will demonstrate a proven Best Practice for Application Release 

Automation.  It will describe a practice that is noted as excellent, by experts, and 

delivered by a company that is noted as a ‘Cool Vendor’, by Gartner analyst research.  

 
 
 



	   	   	  

Understanding the Need to Automate the Deployment Lifecycle 

 

Most savvy IT teams understand that automation is inevitable. Firstly, let’s look at the 

challenges that exist within the deployment eco-system that have led folks to this 

conclusion: 

 

Too Many Cooks 

 

Performing an actual deployment is complex and a single deployment package can 

consist of several different Configuration Items. A package might contain an EAR and 

WAR file, some static content and definitions of a data source and queue. Similarly, the 

environment also contains several different CIs and it might contain a cluster of app 

servers, two web servers and a database.  

 

But, does the deployment process need to, also, be so complex? 

 

In the traditional deployment process there are many people involved in the deployment 

process and the back and forth between members of the process can be time 

consuming, particularly if operating in a global IT eco-system, with varying time zones.  

 

Here is an example of the number of interactions in one application 

release/deployment  

• The Release manager logs into a release management system to check the 

status of a change ticket and then makes phone calls and sends emails to the 

App Developer, Middleware Expert and DBA. 

• The App Developer, Middleware Expert and DBA attend a conference call and 

verify that they have the same copy of the release doc. They discover that the 

DBA has an old version and so they have to get the correct copy of the 

Document into the Management system.  

• The App Developer and Middleware expert get the binaries for the release from 

the artifact repository and the middleware configuration doc from the Middleware 

Experts email.  

• The App Developer and Middleware expert start logging in to the 4 target servers 

and carry out the first installation steps.  



	   	  	  

• The Developer and Middleware expert call the DBA to tell him to execute the 

SQL 

• The DBA gets the SQL from a file share, logs in to the DB server and runs the 

SQL 

• The DBA reports back to the App Developer and Middleware Expert 

• Release Manager sends an email to all to check how it’s going  

• App Developer and Middleware Expert restart the servers on 4 different systems 

• App Developer and Middleware Expert send an email to the Release Manager 

saying all is ok 

• Release Manager rings Functional tester to verify the installation 

• Functional tester runs some tests according to the test plan 

• Functional tester emails the Release Manager that all is ok 

• The Release manager emails App Developer, Middleware Expert and DBA to 

say “We’re done” 

• An update of the Change Management system to indicate that the release is 

complete.  

 

 
	  	  

 
 
 
 
 
 



	   	   	  

Consider a trading portal, like Etrade: The market is demanding an application that 

allows the users to place a stock bid on demand, in a local language. They need to 

create the application and get it to market, fast.  There is no time for bottlenecks, lengthy 

process, they have to have access to the best automation tooling or they will lose. 

Staying ahead of the curve is only possible with the right IT tooling to catapult this 

application to market timely and accurately.   

 

Manual Nature of Scripting 

The trouble with traditional deployment processes is that all of the tasks are manual. 

Extraordinary deployment manuals, usually up to 50 pages (or even more) contain 

endless sequences of deployment steps. It is virtually impossible to keep these manuals 

up-to-date each time a change occurs in the physical infrastructure, middleware or the 

application itself. Many businesses have created scripts to cut the bulk out of these 

manuals but scripts are also tedious, manual and need to be updated when there is a 

change to the deployment.  

 

This cumbersome process is costing organization millions of dollars each year and is 

delaying the deployment of highly critical applications.  

 

Inflexible Deployments 

Traditional deployment processes are not set up to accommodate the heterogeneous 

nature of complex environments. Because organizations use middleware components, 

operating systems and databases from a variety of vendors, they can have many varying 

deployment procedures and processes, adding significant weight to the complexity of 

their overall deployment process and delivery of applications to market. Typically, each 

software component requires a separate deployment activity and the ease of 

deployment very much depends on your infrastructure design. Ideally, you would have a 

solution in place that allows for one deployment method across multiple environments 

and topologies.  

 

 

 

 

 



	   	  	  

Expert Overload 

In the traditional deployment process, there is a constant need for expert input along the 

lifecycle of the deployment. This reliance on expert input can slow down the deployment 

process and essentially squeezes the process into a very small window of execution. 

Particularly, in more complex environments, it has never been more important to 

simplify. Manual (or partially manual) deployment processes remain dependent on key 

experts with specific application knowledge, long after those experts have been 

assigned to new projects (or have even left the company). Crucial deployment 

knowledge is in the heads of people, not stored and automated in systems. And the 

generally accepted idea that deployments cannot be fully automated ensures that this 

situation perseveres.  

 

Inaccuracies 

Most development teams test their own software applications, removing showstoppers 

and other serious bugs before release but there are always inaccuracies with manual 

deployments, it is impossible to avoid. Errors are time consuming to fix and the manual 

check the deployments can be exhaustive.  

 

Partial Visibility 

A complete overview of all existing software and hardware configurations is not possible 

without a central system for collaboration. Most organizations do not have a clear picture 

of which activities have to be done on what systems, and in what order, what firewalls 

need to be reconfigured, what web server need to be updated. The availability of 

information on all systems in the IT landscape, including their configurations and 

(network) properties in use, is a sore spot for a lot of organizations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	   	   	  

What is Application Release Automation? 

 

Application Release Automation is the automation of the entire deployment process after 

build all the way to production.  Release Automation tooling is created to enable a more 

accurate, reliable and accelerated deployment experience for businesses and to offer an 

overall simplification of another archaic IT process.  

 

 
 

The Application Release Automation Best Practice is a platform that injects the following 

catalysts into the deployment process: Accelerated deployment speeds, a simplified 

deployment process, enterprise scale and security, optimized reporting.  

 

Accelerated Deployment Speeds 

Application Release Automation tooling should be designed to enable speedy delivery of 

applications to online environments. This speed can result from a less complicated 

deployment process, a more accurate deployment process and from less time being 

spent utilizing unnecessary IT resources. Most importantly, zero time spent creating 

lengthy and short-term scripting/deployment manuals.  

 

An ideal application release automation solution offers one, self-service, console for the 

delivery of apps to online environments with out of the box tooling that integrates 

seamlessly with peripheral technologies. With highly evolved tooling e.g. Deployit, by 

XebiaLabs, non-expert users can login to a deployment platform and easily import 

application packages into a system. The user can then map package components to 

middleware environments and the Deployit system takes care of the rest.  With the 



	   	  	  

Deployit platform, the patent-pending unified deployment engine is enabled to review the 

components of the deployment package and then automatically calculate the ideal 

deployment plan. This feature then connects with a middleware plugin and allows this 

plugin to describe accurate deployment steps for execution. This very unique and 

completely automated process eliminates the need for error prone scripting and 

increases the speed of a deployment, significantly.  This ‘algorithm-based deployment 

engine’ is the Key to Speed and a true Best Practice, for automation.  

 

Simplified Deployment Processes 

The true power of automation is in the simplification of the deployment process. With a 

sturdy automation platform, in place, teams can come together under one process and 

drive applications to market along one defined route. A true best practice is one that all 

relevant IT teams can rely on to deliver accurate applications to market, on time, and a 

tool that meets the requirements of each team member affected by the process.  

 

Enterprise Scale and Security 

Most environments today are heterogeneous and include varying technologies. IT 

organizations are also well aware that technologies quickly change, year over year, so IT 

are committed to only implementing technologies that can be future proof and agile for 

new technologies.  

 

The ideal release automation tooling will provide a plug and play type platform that can 

easily plug into existing middleware and cloud environments and the environments of the 

future.  

 



	   	   	  

 
 

In any Enterprise automation process, you need to be equipped with role-based security.  

It is a requirement with many large, global businesses, and should be a check- list item 

requirement on your list of qualifiers for an Enterprise-class application release 

automation tool. Transparency and traceability will build a clear picture of the process.  

 

Enterprise-class Reporting  

Transparency is power. Modern day reporting is set up with one goal in mind and that is 

to increase visibility. With the right type of reporting, you can see deeply into the 

deployment process and understand who is in the system, what stage your deployment 

is at, what deployments are causing challenges and why. The significance of reporting 

cannot be over-stated. Find a solution that has the best reporting built into the product.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	   	  	  

	  

 
 
Karavel is a 400M Euro company and is the leading online travel agency, in 
France, for travel packages. Karavel deploys an average of 50 application 
releases to production, per week.  
 
Historically, the IT Operations team had developed a rigid script that turned out 
to be inefficient when the company migrated to more fragmented SOA 
applications. Further to this the IT organization spanned a few countries and 
they could not achieve a deployment in a day because of multiple cycles 
between IT team members across varying time-zones. Their deployment 
process was inefficient and their delivery times were reflective of this.  
 
Karavel implemented Deployit, by XebiaLabs and experienced the following 
immediate results: 
 

• 3x increase in resource utilization.  
• 8x reduction in time to market.  
• Continuous delivery from Maven to Middleware 
• Increased ability to correlate application deployments with performance 

issues.  
• Improved governance on environments through LDAP integration for 

management of access rights and permissions.  

	  
	  
 
	  

By choosing the right Application Release Automation tool, you enable remarkable 

benefits for your business and a cost efficient and effective process for your IT teams. 

With the right tooling in place, you should enable: 

• Maximum speed to market for online applications  

• Highly productive IT teams, during the deployment process 

• A cost efficient process with better utilization of resources 

• A more effective deployment process and deployment team 

 
 



	   	   	  

	   	  
	  
	  
Air France and KLM Royal Dutch Airlines have become the largest European 
airline group: one group, two airlines, and three businesses.  
 
KLM were working on 35 different projects simultaneously, with a total of 200 
Java EE application deployments, per week. They were facing problems and 
errors in over 70% of the software deployments.  
 
“We clearly needed a more powerful system to help us reduce repetitive work 
and boost productivity”, Ronald Bosch, Air France/KLM  
 
Air France/KLM implemented Deployit, by XebiaLabs and experienced the 
following immediate results: 
 
 

• OPEX savings of $1million, per annum 
• 3 x shorter, Time to Market 
• Less reliant on middleware experts 
• Deployments can be repeated easily in other environments 
• Ability to efficiently support 200 java deployments, in a week, in a “self 

service” model.  

 

 

Conclusion 

By choosing the right Release Automation tooling for your business, you are putting your 

business in a position of strength. Consider Scale, Accuracy, Security, Speed and 

Reporting when implementing a tool. Find a Best Practice that is future proof, scalable 

and suggested by Gartner.  

 

Visit www.xebialabs.com and introduce yourself to Deployit, the world’s #1 choice for 

Application Release Automation tooling.  

 
 


